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Meeting Notes – Nov. 6, 2017 9:00am to 9:30am SF 329 
Communication Subcommittee of Semester Conversion  
 

PRESENT Larry Bliss, Jesse Cantley, Mike Hedrick, Lindsay McCrea, Glen Perry, Maureen Scharberg 
ABSENT Kendrick Ali,  Samantha Quiambao 
GUESTS  
AGENDA Approved 
MINUTES Approved 
   

AGENDA ITEM   
 

1. Updates:  Freshman Resource Hunt, Transfer Orientation-  L. McCrea 

 

• Lindsay opened the subcommittee meeting with an update on the Freshman Resource 
(Scavenger) Hunt.  

• Larry B informed the subcommittee that although students are still completing the 
forms, there have been very few.  Lindsay sent out reminders to the GS faculty that 
they were due.  Thinking this will probably be a soft deadline, but will leave it up to 
Larry to make the decision.  
  

 
2.  Old  Business – Transfer Students Information Flyer – L. McCrae 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Lindsay informed the subcommittee that Transfer orientation is in two weeks and the 
meeting with OAC is also this week.  She will attend a portion of the welcome portion 
of the program.   No other events happening this quarter that we will need to be 
involved in. 

• Larry B and Maureen S commented that they don’t think many people will be coming 
to orientation since most are being completed on line.  This will be more of an Intimate 
group. 

• Jesse reported that we have been given approval to add the countdown to semester 
conversion clock on home page. 

• When?  Design it and they will do it…not sure how long it will take.   
• Gave example of how Pomona and Cal State Fullerton’s information was displayed. 
• Jesse will take a crack at design and send to communications to approve. 
• Transfer student information flyer:  Lindsay updated the subcommittee on the 

Transfer student information flyer and said that the Perspective Student’s group is 
already out disseminating information across the state. 

• Key component to the flyer:  visit our 2018-19 website to review catalog requirements; 
look for your major; go back to your counselor and finish prereqs needed for newly 
instructed curricular…bottom line:  Things might have changed and taking advantage 
of resource and advising both here and at their current campuses are key. 

• Glen informed subcommittee that a set of emails went out to everyone that’s done 
applications but haven’t’ submitted yet them yet. 

• Will deadline be extended?  Was supposed to extend to fire victims only. Sonoma 
state is reaching out to high schools to identify affected students. 

• Looking for flyer to be done as soon as possible  
• Larry talked about banners beginning in winter quarter.  Gave an example from 

CSULA and how their banners were displayed.  Mentioned places to put the banners 
and encouraged us to consider another push to remind students that semesters are 
coming. 

• Once we figure out what summer session will look like, we can encourage student to 
take summer classes 

• Jesse’s opinion on feather banners is to make them striking, bigger and simple and 



Meeting Notes July 24, 2017 

that is what will get your attention.  The bigger and bolder are the best banners to use 
to get attention.  Thinks we should have a new investment in bigger and bolder 
banners. 

• Lindsay mentioned having access to all of the screen monitors.  Larry said that would 
be easy to do.   

• Discussion where to place banners. 
• Jesse mentioned that there will be a signage at the theater, one at top of Loop road, 

Carlos Bee, and at top of Harder way.  They will be big, bright and beautiful. 
• Can’t install on buildings that don’t have a place for them to be hung on.  
• Lindsay mentioned that Linda Dobb developed small cards that were placed in college 

offices, advising centers, etc. she thought that was a very good idea. 
• What are cost factors for banners like that?  Maybe $100 for each one.  Do we have 

$1500 to cover cost?  What about new feather banners?  What was the cost?   
• Larry remembered that they weren’t very expensive, but that India C, took care of the 

whole thing when she was here.  She had a student from the housing office do the 
design. 

• Jesse suggested someone should contact Mark Almeida to find out cost of feather 
banners   

• Financial aid piece is not really telling them anything unusual about financial aid. Larry 
is not sure we’ve made a decision to have financial aid in the summer.  He will ask 
Mike McKeon. 

• Lindsay thinks we should take this to the sponsors to approve more funds.   
3.  Meeting Adjourned:  9:30am 

  
Meeting adjourned: 9:30 

 


